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1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class 2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes

3.How well were the teachers able to communicate 4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

5.Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers 6.Was your performance in assignments discussed with you.
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7. The institute takes active interest inpromoting internship,
student exchange,field visit opportunities for students

8. The teaching and mentoring process inyour institution
facilitates you in cognitive, social and emotional growth

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and
grow

10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies,
course outcomes and programme outcomes.

11.Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned
task to you

12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications

13.The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges

14.Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you
to overcome them.
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15.The institution makes effort to engage students in the
monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the

teaching learning process.

16.The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving

methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

17.Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular
activities.

18. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular
activities.

19.Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft
skills, life skills and employability skills to make you ready for

the world of work.

20. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD
projector, multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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Suggestions
1. Nathing

2. Class sob kichu thik thak ache.kono problem nei..

3. ???? ?????? ??? ? ????, ?????? ?? ???? ??????? ?????? ???? ???

4. Good

5. Good

6. Good

7. ??? ???? class test ???? ??? ???

8. Sab bengali te porale khub valo hoy

9. Needed projector best teaching method

10. Good

11. Proti unit seser por akti kore exam nile valo hoy.

12. Sab kichu bengali te porale valo hoy

13. ??? ?????? ??????? ? ???? ??? ????????? ??????? ?????? ???? ???? ????

14. Good

15. Amra jehetu general a pori sehetu amader Bangla te class korle valo hoy

16. Our library was very poor service... I will further information that in future this library can usually to got too good .

17. All is ok.

18. ???? ?????????. ??? ?? ????

19. Good

21.The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your
institute is very good.
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20. Before examination please telling suggestion.

21. Teaching process of our college very nice.l think teaching aids should be increased

22. Needed projector best teaching method

23. College official staff is vary bad.

24. Good

25. অনলাইন �ােস িশ�াদােনর সময় মুেখ বলার সে� সে� অভ��রীণ িবষয়�ট ি�েন উপ�াপন করেত হেব।

26. 1.অনলাইন �ােস িশ�াদােনর সময় মুেখ বলার সে� সে� অভ��রীণ িবষয়�ট ি�েন উপ�াপন করেত হেব

27. 1.অনলাইন �ােস িশ�াদােনর সময় মুেখ বলার সে� সে� অভ��রীণ িবষয়�ট ি�েন উপ�াপন করেত হেব

28. Amra jehetu general a pori sehetu amader bangla te class korle valo hoy

29. Amra jehatu genarel a pori tai bangla hole valo hoi

30. Amra jehetu general a pori tai amader bangla te class korle valo hoy

31. Nothing

32. িশ�া দান ভােলা হয়,আমরাও িশ�া �হণ ভােলা ভােব করার �চ�া কির

33. Good
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